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traditional casegoods

Since 1948, Inwood has been a leading resource for the contract specifier. We are preserving the legacy of handcrafted quality, continual
customer service and lasting value. Bringing smart engineering and real world design solutions to the workplace.

traditional casegoods

traditional casegoods

each year,
people work,
advance,
and achieve goals

monticello/empire

executive

A complete traditional offering for the office. Desks, workstations and
support furniture crafted of select walnut veneers will age with elegance,
while thoughtful design details will complement any work situation.
Intense work environments or smaller budgets benefit from laminate
top alternatives and plain chassis, while maintaining a classic aesthetic.

Traditional casegoods with executive amenities.
Match work styles to conference desks, executive desks,
bow front or table desks. Cloth-lined center drawers, full
mortise and tenon joinery, writing slides and multiple file
drawer configurations will not disappoint those looking
for the mark of distinction in the products they choose.
A robust line of credenzas, bookcases and hutches
to complete any executive office.

management
Classically inspired support for the task oriented.
All the tools for the modern office incorporated with the
cloak of tradition. Organization and access are no longer an
issue in the traditional office with letter/legal filing, task lights,
integrated power and communication, keyboard trays and
wire management. Sizes and options for every office to
maximize work flow.

details
left, writing slide
right, wire grill doors

inspired by tradition,
people are productive
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conference desk, credenza with upper bookcase
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workstations
Working in a traditionally styled environment should not be
intimidating, it should be inviting. A joy to sit down and pull
up to the worksurface for the assignment at hand.
Individual workstations can be configured to fit any job
description. From computer applications to storage
solutions, the traditional office has never been more adept
at fulfilling advanced operations while maintaining sensibility.
Corner Units, “L” Units and “U” Units provide center drawers
or keyboard holders, letter and legal filing systems for quick
access to records and box drawers for keeping often
needed items at hand. Upper, wall-mounted or freestanding
bookcases create additional storage, as do wardrobes and
hutches.
Choose the traditional detail of picture frame molding to
affirm status, then integrate with a matching high-pressure
laminate top to confirm usability. Exquisite design and
extraordinary affordability.

details
left, table desk center drawer
right, round table with Queen Anne base
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table desk with lateral file, u-unit with upper storage, corner unit with upper storage
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specialized task units
Tradition evolves to embrace the changing environment.
Work spaces are reformed as roles become specialized, but
the office of the future is steeped in tradition. Furniture is
designed for specific tasks while expressing the style of a
broader spectrum. A marriage of technology and tradition.
Maintain visual continuity with transaction/reception stations,
computer groupings, printer stands and tables. All from
hand selected walnut veneers and incorporating the molding
and edge details that comprise your office specification.
Expertly reproduced by devoted artisans using modern
methods and time-honored materials, these units are
destined to last a lifetime.
An extensive selection of sizing is complemented by our
custom capabilities. Knowledgeable customer service and
field representatives embody decades of experience to
guarantee the fit is correct, and that the furniture will fulfill
its function for years to come.

details
left, computer keyboard holder
right, available bracket base
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l-unit, l-unit with transaction/reception gallery
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reverse tapered edge

2 KL dark walnut (veneer only)

25 M mahogany

3 L walnut

4 L dark mahogany

25 C cherry on walnut

monticello/empire

Edge
Available with a reversed taper edge, unique to this series.
The underside of the reverse taper is smooth and finished
on all sides.

Pulls
Monticello with picture frame molding (1900 Series) is fitted
with an antique brass English bail pull, while Empire (1800
Series) features an antique brass colonial-style pull.

Finishes
Available in five standard walnut finishes. Custom finishes
are available, as well as a limited number of alternative
species. Consult the Inwood price list for complete details.
1900 antique brass English bail

1800 antique brass colonial-style

Contact your Inwood Office Invironments representative for
specific availability of optional finishes and lead times.

Finishes available in wood veneer or horizontal grade
laminate unless otherwise indicated.

wood casegoods,
progressive office environments
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conference table with credenza and hutches

